A robust new metric of phenotypic distance to estimate and compare multiple trait differences among populations
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Abstract Whereas a rich literature exists for estimating population genetic divergence, metrics of phenotypic trait divergence are lacking, particularly for comparing multiple traits among three or more populations. Here, we review and analyze via simulation Hedges’ $g$, a widely used parametric estimate of effect size. Our analyses indicate that $g$ is sensitive to a combination of unequal trait variances and unequal sample sizes among populations and to changes in the scale of measurement. We then go on to derive and explain a new, non-parametric distance measure, “Δp”, which is calculated based upon a joint cumulative distribution function (CDF) from all populations under study. More precisely, distances are measured in terms of the percentiles in this CDF at which each population’s median lies. Δp combines many desirable features of other distance metrics into a single metric; namely, compared to other metrics, $p$ is relatively insensitive to unequal variances and sample sizes among the populations sampled. Furthermore, a key feature of Δp—and our main motivation for developing it—is that it easily accommodates simultaneous comparisons of any number of traits across any number of populations. To exemplify its utility, we employ Δp to address a question related to the role of sexual selection in speciation: are sexual signals more divergent than ecological traits in closely related taxa? Using traits of known function in closely related populations, we show that traits predictive of reproductive performance are, indeed, more divergent and more sexually dimorphic than traits related to ecological adaptation [Current Zoology 58 (3): 426–439, 2012].
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Inferences about the role of adaptation in population differentiation and speciation are often made by comparing phenotypic divergence and population genetic divergence. An active area of research and debate concerns the role of sexual selection in the process of speciation (e.g., Lande, 1981; West-Eberhard, 1983; Price, 1998, Panhuis et al., 2001; Boul et al., 2007; Ritchie, 2008; van Doorn et al., 2009; Kraaijeveld et al., 2011). Whereas divergence in sexual traits is a common form of phenotypic differentiation among populations and sister taxa (e.g., Endler and Houde, 1995; Seehusen and van Alphen, 1999; Gray and Cade, 2000; Uy and Borgia, 2000; Irwin et al., 2001, 2008; Safran and McGraw; 2004, Rodriguez et al., 2004, Mendelson et al., 2005; Johnsen et al., 2006; Svensson et al., 2006; Boul et al., 2007; Uy et al., 2008; Seddon et al., 2008; Free-
man-Gallant et al., 2009), many questions still remain about how sexual signal divergence is related to speciation. In particular, researchers are interested in estimating differences in the extent of trait divergence that is underlain by ecological adaptation or sexual selection as a way to examine mechanisms that maintain modern population differences. In turn, such analyses can be used to infer a role of either natural or sexual selection in the process of divergence (Mayr, 1947; Maan and Seehausen, 2011).

An issue underlying all research concerning divergence among closely related populations concerns the metrics employed to examine estimates of both phenotypic and genetic distance. Whereas a rich and controversial literature exists for estimates of genetic distance (e.g. Wright, 1943, 1951, 1965, 1973, 1978; Slatkin 1987; Charlesworth, 1998; Excoffier, 2001; Charlesworth et al., 2003; Hedrick, 2005) there are relatively few resources for metrics of phenotypic distance, yet such metrics are fundamental for comparing trait differences among populations. In particular, the literature on metrics of phenotype distance, a sub-set of effect size metrics, (reviewed by Grissom and Kim, 2001; Nagawa and Cuthill, 2007) is focused on comparisons between two populations and on cases where traits follow the assumptions of parametric statistics (e.g., Grissom and Kim, 2001). Yet, limitations in the widespread utility of these metrics exist, particularly when trait distributions deviate from assumptions underlying parametric methods, when traits under study are measured in different units (e.g., size vs. color), when there are unequal sample sizes among groups under comparison, or when simultaneous analysis of more than one trait and/or more than two populations is desired.

Here, we offer a non-parametric and potentially powerful new metric, “Δp”, that overcomes the aforementioned limitations. We analyze the performance of Δp by comparing its behavior to that of a very commonly employed effect size metric, Hedges’ g (Hedges, 1981), which is a variant of Cohen’s d (Cohen, 1969) and belongs to a class of parametric effect size measures that essentially calculate a difference in means, scaled (divided) by some measure of the standard deviation in one or both groups being compared (see Grissom and Kim, 2001; Nagawa and Cuthill, 2007). (In fact, g and d are practically identical metrics, with the only difference being that d does not utilize the “−2” correction seen below in the denominator of equation (2)). As we illustrate, the behavior of such metrics can be sensitive to unequal variances and sample sizes among groups being compared. We show that Δp does not have this sensitivity, that its behavior is at least as reliable as that of g for both normally and non-normally distributed data sets, and that it offers the crucial, additional advantage of being amenable to comparisons involving more than two populations and/or two or more traits simultaneously.

We note here that, like other distance measures, the measures we present below are descriptive. Hence, we suggest the following protocol: standard statistical methods are first used to establish the significance of differences between populations. Then, the method we present below can be used to generate quantitative descriptions of differences between two or more populations for examining questions about (1) the degree of phenotypic divergence of a single trait, (2) the overall degree of phenotypic differentiation across all traits being considered, (3) the degree of sexual dimorphism in a trait within populations (if applicable) relative to the phenotypic differences between populations, and (4) the ranking of traits, regardless of their units of measure, in order of which traits are most phenotypically divergent.

After explaining the newly derived phenotype distance metric, we illustrate its utility by applying it to a number of empirical data sets where the function of traits in either a sexual signaling or ecological adaptation context has been previously explored, such that we can compare trait distance between populations for both sexual and ecological traits. We also use this metric to make comparisons of males to females within closely related populations to test a prevailing yet largely untested assumption about using sexual dimorphism as a proxy of sexual selection (e.g., Kraaijeveld et al., 2011). Here, we can address whether known sexual signals - when they are present in both males and females - are more sexually dimorphic than ecological traits. The overall goal of this contribution is to present methodological recommendations, so that appropriate metrics of trait distance are available for making comparisons among closely related populations.

Limitations of Hedges’ g In the following, we outline some of the limitations of Hedges’ g that have motivated the development of our new metric Δp. Many of our points have also been made by Grissom and Kim (2001). We wish to emphasize that our paper is not meant as a general critique of Hedges’ g, which has many useful properties: one only needs to know means, standard deviations, and sample sizes to calculate it, it is unit-less, and it has achieved widespread usage in a va-
A variety of disciplines. Indeed, it is because of the widespread acceptance of \( g \) that we choose to use it for comparisons here: the behavior of \( g \) sets a standard that a newly proposed metric should meet and exceed.

Hedge’s \( g \) is computed as

\[
g_{y,z} = \frac{\overline{x}_{y,j} - \overline{x}_{z,j}}{s^*_y,z_j} \tag{1}
\]

where the subscripts on \( g \) in equation (1) indicate that the calculation of \( g \) between two populations, denoted \( y \) and \( z \), was for the \( j \)th trait that was measured in these populations. \( \overline{x}_{y,j} \) and \( \overline{x}_{z,j} \) are sample means for the \( j \)th trait in the two sampled populations (\( y \) and \( z \), respectively) and \( s^*_y,z_j \) is a measure of pooled sample standard deviation. This measure is weighted by sample size and is defined as

\[
s^*_y,z_j = \sqrt{\frac{(n_{y,j}-1)S^2_{y,j} + (n_{z,j}-1)S^2_{z,j}}{n_{y,j} + n_{z,j} - 2}} \tag{2}
\]

where \( n_{y,j} \) and \( n_{z,j} \) are the sample sizes of observations of the \( j \)th trait in the two populations and \( S^2_{y,j} \) and \( S^2_{z,j} \) are the sample variances (see Table 1 for definitions of all symbols). Note that Hedges and Olkin (1985) give an additional correction factor for \( g \), which should be applied if the overall sample size is small.

As mentioned above, \( g_{y,z} \) has properties that limit its utility in certain situations.

First, it assumes that the trait has the same “true” variance in both populations. Indeed, the term under the square-root sign in equation (2) is an unbiased estimator for this variance (as it is in the two-sample t-test with equal variance, e.g., Sokal and Rohlf 1995). If, in contrast, the (true) variances in the two populations are different, equation (1) cannot be applied, since the denominator (eq. 2) has no useful interpretation and its expected value will depend on sample sizes. The latter point can be seen by replacing the empirical variances in equation (2) with their “true” counterparts. Then, increasing the sample size for the population with the larger (smaller) true variance will increase (decrease) \( s^*_y,z_j \) and decrease (increase) \( g_{y,z} \). This effect is also illustrated in Fig. 1.

A possible solution to the problem of variance heterogeneity is to define an alternative distance measure in which equation (2) is replaced by the square root of an unweighted average of the sample variances (in analogy to the \( t \)-test with unequal variances). However, the interpretation of such a measure poses conceptual difficulties, since the difference in sample means is scaled by a “virtual” standard deviation that does not apply to any real population (Grissom and Kim, 2001).

### Table 1: Definitions and explanations of notation employed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Value(s) or range assigned (if applicable)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( N )</td>
<td>Number of populations or groups being compared</td>
<td>Integer, ( \geq 2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t )</td>
<td>Number of traits measured in each population or group</td>
<td>Integer, ( \geq 1 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( i )</td>
<td>Index variable for populations</td>
<td>( i = 1, 2, \ldots, N )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( j )</td>
<td>Index variable for traits</td>
<td>( j = 1, 2, \ldots, t )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( n_{y,j} )</td>
<td>Number of observations of ( j )th trait in ( i )th population</td>
<td>Integer, ( &gt; 0 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( k )</td>
<td>Index variable for observations</td>
<td>( k = 1, 2, \ldots, n_{y,j} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \overline{x}_{i,j} )</td>
<td>( i )th observation of ( j )th trait in ( i )th population</td>
<td>Empirically determined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \hat{x}_{i,j} )</td>
<td>Sample mean of ( j )th trait in ( i )th population</td>
<td>Empirically determined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \hat{s}_{i,j} )</td>
<td>Sample median of ( j )th trait in ( i )th population</td>
<td>Empirically determined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( S^2_{i,j} )</td>
<td>Sample variance of ( j )th trait in ( i )th population</td>
<td>Empirically determined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( g_{y,z} )</td>
<td>Hedges’ ( g ) statistic computed for the ( j )th trait measured in populations ( y ) and ( z ) (( y, z \in {1, 2, \ldots, N} ))</td>
<td>See equation (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( s^*_y,z_j )</td>
<td>Pooled standard deviation used in calculation of Hedges’ ( g ) statistic</td>
<td>See equation (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( d )</td>
<td>Cohen’s ( d ) statistic</td>
<td>See text for description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( p_j(u) )</td>
<td>Cumulative distribution function for trait ( j ), expressed as a percentage</td>
<td>See equation (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Delta \mathcal{D}_{y,z} )</td>
<td>Distance between populations ( y ) and ( z ), calculated over all traits</td>
<td>See equation (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Delta \overline{D}_{y,z,j} )</td>
<td>Distance between populations ( y ) and ( z ), calculated for trait ( j )</td>
<td>See equation (5)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 1  Comparisons between the behavior of $g_{xj}$ and $\Delta p_{xj}$ using simulated data following normal distributions

1000 data sets were generated with the parameters listed for each “Scenario” (Table 2). (a): $g_{xj}$ and $\Delta p_{xj}$ are strongly correlated with each other (Pearson’s rho = 0.96). In Scenarios 1-3, there was no difference between the populations; in Scenarios 4-7 the means and standard deviations of the populations truly differed. For visual clarity, only 100 randomly selected points from each scenario are plotted here. (b) and (c): Box-and-whisker-plots of $g_{xj}$ and $\Delta p_{xj}$ (respectively) in the four scenarios in which the two mock populations truly differed in their underlying means (see Table 2). In these plots, the centerline is the median value of the metric, the box shows the interquartile range (IQR), the whiskers extend to up to 1.5×IQR beyond the box, and the “+” symbols show points outside the latter range.

Furthermore, if one wishes to compare more than two populations (e.g., the three possible pairwise comparisons between three populations), each pairwise difference will be scaled by a different pooled standard deviation, rendering it awkward if not impossible to make meaningful quantitative comparisons between them.

A second limitation of $g_{xj}$ is that its value depends on the scale of measurement. For example, researchers will often apply non-linear transformations (such as log or arcsin transforms) to make their data meet the assumptions of parametric statistical methods (including normality and variance homogeneity). However, such transformations will also alter the calculated values of $g_{xj}$. This may be problematic if one wishes to compare distance measures for different traits and only some of the traits have been transformed or different traits have different natural scales of measurement (e.g., additive vs. multiplicative). Indeed, problems of this kind may often occur in sexual selection research when researchers aim to compare the divergence of naturally- versus sexually-selected traits (e.g., size vs. color).

In some cases, instead of comparing the divergence of different traits, one might want to have a single divergence measure involving multiple traits. Such a measure is given by the Mahalanobis distance (Mahalanobis, 1936; Arnegard et al., 2010), which may be seen as a multivariate generalization of $g_{xj}$ that also takes into account correlations between traits. However, the Mahalanobis distance faces the same restrictions as $g_{xj}$, that is, it requires a single estimate of the variance-covariance matrix for all populations, and its exact value will depend on scale(s) of measurement.
In summary, the limitations of \( g_{y,z} \) regarding unequal variances and scales of measurement not only affect pairwise comparisons, but also limit its applicability for comparisons involving multiple traits and/or populations.

A more useful distance metric would work for simple pairwise comparisons involving two populations and a single trait, but would also work for considering more than two populations and more than one trait simultaneously, so that (1) all pairwise effect sizes, even for traits measured in different units, would all be on the same scale, and (2) measures of overall distance (involving all traits at once) could be computed.

In the following sections, we introduce the derivation of \( \Delta p \) and via simulation and examples using empirical data, present its utility in a number of contexts in which a flexible measure of trait distance is required.

1 Methods

1.1 A nonparametric distance measure for arbitrary numbers of traits and population

Our new metric \( \Delta p \) does not make any assumptions about trait distributions or variances (i.e., it is nonparametric). Instead, it is based upon the joint (average) cumulative distribution function (cdf) across all populations for a given trait. Suppose there are \( N \) populations and \( t \) traits being considered. Let \( x_{ijk} \) denote the \( k \)th observation of the \( j \)th trait in the \( i \)th population, and \( n_j \) the number of samples for trait \( j \) taken from population \( i \).

The joint empirical cdf for trait \( j \) (expressed in percentiles) is defined as

\[
p_j(u) = \frac{100}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \frac{1}{n_j} \sum_{k=1}^{n_j} 1\{x_{ijk} \leq u\} \tag{3}
\]

where \( u \) is any given value of trait \( j \), and \( 1\{\cdot\} \) is an indicator function that returns 1 if its argument is true and 0 otherwise. For illustration, imagine that the data for trait \( j \) from all populations have been pooled and sorted in increasing order. Let \( x_{\text{min},j} \) denote the global minimum and \( x_{\text{max},j} \) the global maximum. \( p_j(u) \) is a step function which starts out at zero (for \( u < x_{\text{min},j} \)), jumps up by \( 100/(N n_j) \) at each \( x_{ijk} \), and reaches 100 at \( u = x_{\text{max},j} \).

Importantly, by making the height of the jumps inversely proportional to the size of the sample a given data point stems from, we make sure that each sampled population contributes equally to \( p_j(u) \), independent of sample or population size (e.g., for \( N = 2 \), each population is responsible for 50% of the total increase in \( p_j(u) \)).

Returning to the individual populations, we then ask: into what percentile in the overall CDF does the median of each population fall? In other words, we calculate the value of \( p_j(\hat{x}_{ij}) \), where \( \hat{x}_{ij} \) is the median value of trait \( j \) in population \( i \), and we repeat this for all \( N \) populations. Our measure of phenotypic distance between populations \( y \) and \( z \) with respect to trait \( j \) is then defined as

\[
\Delta p_{y,z} = p_j(\hat{x}_{ij}) - p_j(\hat{x}_{ij}) \tag{4}
\]

As with \( g_{y,z} \), \( \Delta p_{y,z} \) can be positive or negative, in this case depending on whether population \( y \) or population \( z \) has the larger median. Importantly—and in contrast to \( g_{y,z} \) and other phenotypic distance measures—if there are more than two populations, all pairwise \( \Delta p_{y,z} \) values will be based on the same overall CDF, and hence, will be directly comparable. A numerical example outlining the above calculations is included in the online supplementary materials (Appendix 1) as a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet.

If data are available for more than one trait, the above analysis can be repeated for each trait separately. Again, the results will be comparable, because each phenotypic distance is measured at the appropriate scale (i.e., with respect to the overall CDF for that trait). In addition, we can also define an overall phenotypic distance for a pair of populations considering all traits simultaneously. The idea is to view the \( p_j(\hat{x}_{ij}) \) values (with \( j = 1,\ldots,t \)) of a single population as a set of “coordinates” for that population in a \( t \)-dimensional trait-percentile space (illustrated in Fig. 2). The coordinates for different populations naturally lend themselves to a notion of distance: for any number of traits being considered, we can calculate a Euclidean distance between the two populations using their percentile coordinates. We denote this distance between two groups or populations as

\[
\Delta p_{y,z*} = \sqrt{\sum_{j=1}^{t} (p_j(\hat{x}_{ij}) - p_j(\hat{x}_{ij}))^2} \tag{5}
\]

where \( y, z \in \{1,2,\ldots,N\} \) refer to two of the populations that were measured, and the subscript “*” denotes that this distance is calculated over all traits. Note that, unlike the single trait distance \( \Delta p_{y,z} \), \( \Delta p_{y,z*} \) is always positive; however, in the limiting case of just a single trait (i.e., \( j = t = 1 \)), from equation (5) we obtain \( \Delta p_{y,z*} = |\Delta p_{y,z}| \). Note also that \( \Delta p_{y,z*} \) is expected to increase as more traits are added to the analysis (as is true of any Euclidean distance as more dimensions are added).
Fig. 2  Representations of population locations in trait-percentile spaces

(a) is based upon data on three traits from males and females (with sexes considered as separate “groups”) for each of two subspecies of barn swallows Hirundo rustica. “em” and “ef” represent H. r. erythrogaster males and females (respectively; sample sizes = 71-98 for the three traits); “rm” and “rf” represent H. r. rustica males and females (sample sizes = 32-76 for the three traits). (b) Data on two traits from females in three species of painted forest toadlets (“A”, “D”, and “E” refer, respectively, to Engystomops petersi sp. A and sp. D and E. freibergi). Sample sizes for both traits for A, D, and E are 9, 9, and 36, respectively. (c) Data on Hypocnemis peruviana males (“pm”) and females (“pf”) and Hypocnemis subflava males (“sm”) and females (“sf”). Sample sizes vary from 20-27 for both sexes for bill length and chroma; sample sizes for song pace are 5 (sf), 9 (pf), 17 (pm), and 21 (sm). (d) Data on populations of Hume’s Warblers from Kyrgyzstan (males = “km”; females = “kf”; sample size = 56; females = “if”; sample size = 45). Information about the data contained in these figures can be found in online Appendix 3.

We note that for $t > 1$, the interpretation of $\Delta p_{y,z}$ as a Euclidean distance neglects correlations between traits within samples (e.g., correlations between traits $j$ and $j+1$ within population $y$). Our justification is that, while the amount and direction of divergence relative to within-population correlations poses some extremely important questions (e.g. Schluter 1996), it does not seem possible to derive a single metric that captures all aspects of this problem, especially if the orientation of principal components differs between populations. If the orientation of principal components is similar across populations, then if significant correlations between traits exist, $\Delta p_{y,z}$ can be calculated using results from principle components analysis.

We have developed a MATLAB script to import data, perform all of the above calculations, and automatically generate a .csv file of results on Hedges’ $g$ values, $\Delta p_{y,z}$, $\Delta p_{y,j}$, and other useful descriptive statistics. The commented source code (.m files), along with plain text explanations, metadata, and example input and output files are all freely available from the second author (SMF) upon request and have also been archived at SourceForge.net (http://sourceforge.net/projects/deltap/files/). Details of the derivation of confidence intervals are located in online Appendix 4.

1.2 Evaluating the performance of $\Delta p$

In order to explore and illustrate the behavior of $\Delta p_{y,z}$, we used numerical simulations to generate pseudo-random data sets on hypothetical traits from mock populations. We then applied the above methods to these data sets to explore realistic scenarios involving equal and unequal means for traits among populations, unequal sample sizes among populations, and unequal variances in a trait among populations (Table 2). We compared the behavior of $\Delta p_{y,z}$ in these “Scenarios” (Table 2) to the behavior of $g_{y,z,j}$. By necessity, for the
purposes of directly comparing \( g_{y,zj} \) and \( \Delta p_{y,zj} \), we considered only two mock populations and a single hypothetical trait (since that is all that can be used in a single calculation of \( g_{y,zj} \)); that is, we compare \( g_{y,zj} \) and \( \Delta p_{y,zj} \).

For these comparisons, we generated pseudo-random data following normal and exponential distributions. We show results below for several scenarios involving normally distributed data; additional scenarios with different sample sizes, means, standard deviations, and non-normal data are given in the supplemental materials (see online Appendix 2). For each “Scenario” in Table 2, we generated 1000 pairs of random samples from the two populations, each with the specified sample size and following the specified distribution. For each Scenario, we could thus calculate \( g_{y,zj} \) and \( \Delta p_{y,zj} \) 1000 times, independently. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed to compare whether \( g_{y,zj} \) systematically differed in different Scenarios, and likewise for \( \Delta p_{y,zj} \).

1.3 Applying \( \Delta p \) to empirical data sets involving traits of known function

To demonstrate the application of \( \Delta p \) we solicited data from researchers working on systems where traits related to sexual signaling and ecological adaptation are well characterized. Criteria for inclusion of data were as follows: 1) the underlying mechanisms generating trait variation are fairly well-understood, such that one trait can be assumed to be predominantly underlain by natural selection via ecological adaptation and another to be predominantly underlain by sexual selection via variation in reproductive performance. 2) Data are from closely related taxa, ranging from sister taxa to sub-species to geographically isolated populations. See online Appendix 3 for details about the individual study systems, and the field and lab methods used to generate the unpublished data given in Tables 3 and 4; references for published data are given when available in Tables 3 and 4.

2 Results

2.1 Evaluating the performance of \( \Delta p \)

In simulations comparing the performance of \( \Delta p_{y,zj} \) with \( g_{y,zj} \), two important categories of results emerged (Fig. 1). First, if \( \Delta p_{y,zj} \) is a valid distance metric, it should reproduce some aspects of the behavior of the well-established metric, \( g_{y,zj} \). This was indeed the case: (1) \( \Delta p_{y,zj} \) and \( g_{y,zj} \) were very tightly correlated, (2) they both were centered on zero for cases when populations did not truly differ (Scenarios 1–3 in Figure 1a), and (3) they were both larger than zero for cases when the means of the populations truly differed (Scenarios 4–7 in all panels of Fig. 1). Second, however, we also found that \( g_{y,zj} \) is much more sensitive to the combination of unequal variances and sample sizes (e.g., Grissom and Kim 2001; Fig. 1b) than \( \Delta p_{y,zj} \) (Fig. 1c). In Scenarios 3–7, the true difference between populations was constant, but the simulated values of \( g_{y,zj} \) varied systematically depending upon which population had the larger sample size and which had the larger variance (ANOVA on data in Fig. 1b: \( F_{3,96} = 104.75, P < 10^{-44} \)). When the population with the smaller variance is sampled the most, then \( g_{y,zj} \) will tend to overestimate the distance between populations; when the population with the larger variance is sampled the

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Population 1</th>
<th>Population 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( n_{yj} )</td>
<td>( \mu_{yj} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1: unequal sample sizes only</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>103.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2: unequal sample sizes only; means are equivalent but differ from scenario 1</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>90.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3: unequal variances only</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>90.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4: unequal means and variances only</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>103.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5: unequal means, variances, and sample sizes</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>103.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6: as in 5, but with reversed sample sizes</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>103.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7: as in 4, but with larger sample sizes</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>103.36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Sample sizes, means, and standard deviations were all inspired by a real data set on tail streamer lengths (in mm) for two subspecies of barn swallows (Safran and Evans, unpublished data).

* Assumed true population mean used for generating pseudorandom data.

* Assumed true population standard deviation used for generating pseudorandom data.
### Table 3  Side by side comparisons of $g_{zj}$ and $A_{p_{zj}}$ for sexual vs. ecological traits in two closely related populations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Comparison</th>
<th>Sex Trait</th>
<th>$g_{zj}$</th>
<th>$A_{p_{zj}}$</th>
<th>Ecological Trait</th>
<th>$g_{zj}$</th>
<th>$A_{p_{zj}}$</th>
<th>source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Barn swallows <em>Hirundo rustica</em></td>
<td><em>H. r. erythrogaster</em> vs. <em>H. r. rustica</em></td>
<td>Tail length</td>
<td>$-1.80$</td>
<td>$-46.36$ ($-49.18, -40.49$)</td>
<td>Tarsus length</td>
<td>$1.53$</td>
<td>$39.25$ ($29.67, 48.44$)</td>
<td>Safran and Evans unpubl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hume’s warbler <em>Phylloscopus humei</em></td>
<td>Kyrgyzstan vs India</td>
<td>Wing bar size</td>
<td>$-0.71$</td>
<td>$-28.50$ ($-38.10, -13.28$)</td>
<td>Tarsus length</td>
<td>$0.25$</td>
<td>$-1.75$ ($-29.95, 18.57$)</td>
<td>Scordato unpubl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greenish warblers <em>Phylloscopus trochiloides</em></td>
<td><em>P. viridanus</em> vs. <em>P. plumbeitarsus</em></td>
<td>Song units</td>
<td>$-3.96$</td>
<td>$-47.78$ ($-57.89, -27.78$)</td>
<td>Tarsus length</td>
<td>$0.24$</td>
<td>$11.67$ ($-29.17, 40.83$)</td>
<td>Irwin et al., 2001; Irwin et al., 2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacific / Winter wrens <em>Troglodytes pacificus / hiemalis</em></td>
<td><em>T. hiemalis</em> vs. <em>T. pacificus</em></td>
<td>Song freq</td>
<td>$-3.62$</td>
<td>$-49.39$ ($-54.66, -37.85$)</td>
<td>Tarsus length</td>
<td>$0.36$</td>
<td>$12.91$ ($-24.35, 44.28$)</td>
<td>Toews and Irwin, 2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tree crickets <em>Oecanthus forbesi</em></td>
<td>Wisconsin vs. Ohio</td>
<td>File tooth #</td>
<td>$-1.03$</td>
<td>$-40.18$ ($-64.29, -16.96$)</td>
<td>Underwing length</td>
<td>$-0.24$</td>
<td>$-3.87$ ($-40.38, 35.10$)</td>
<td>Symes unpubl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field Crickets <em>Gryllus</em></td>
<td><em>G. texensis</em> vs <em>G. rubens</em></td>
<td>Pulse rate</td>
<td>$4.79$</td>
<td>$50.91$ ($49.38, 54.27$)</td>
<td>Ovipositor length</td>
<td>$-2.40$</td>
<td>$-47.90$ ($-49.37, -44.75$)</td>
<td>Izzo and Gray, 2004; Gray et al., 2001; Gray unpubl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Painted forest toadlet <em>Enogstomops petersi</em></td>
<td><em>E. petersi</em> vs <em>E. sp. D.</em></td>
<td>Call dom freq</td>
<td>$-2.43$</td>
<td>$-50.00$ ($-66.67, -29.17$)</td>
<td>Tibia length</td>
<td>$1.85$</td>
<td>$41.54$ ($10.53, 48.68$)</td>
<td>Boul et al., 2007; Funk et al., 2008; Funk unpubl.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warbling antbirds <em>Hypocnemis spp.</em></td>
<td><em>H. peruviana</em> vs. <em>H. subflava</em></td>
<td>Song pace</td>
<td>$-1.16$</td>
<td>$-33.75$ ($-45.67, -4.76$)</td>
<td>Bill length</td>
<td>$0.34$</td>
<td>$16.11$ ($-13.61, 41.02$)</td>
<td>Tobias and Seddon, 2009 (song); Seddon and Tobias unpubl (morphology)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manakins <em>Manacus</em></td>
<td><em>M. vitellinus</em> vs. <em>M. candei</em></td>
<td>Plumage brightness</td>
<td>$-3.85$</td>
<td>$-50.20$ ($-56.86, -44.81$)</td>
<td>Bill length</td>
<td>$-0.24$</td>
<td>$0$ ($-25.10, 40.59$)</td>
<td>Stein and Uy, 2006; Uy unpubl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wolf spiders <em>Schizocosa</em></td>
<td><em>S. bilineata</em> vs. <em>S. crassipalpata</em></td>
<td>Leg length</td>
<td>$-1.25$</td>
<td>$-41.68$ ($-47.50, -33.40$)</td>
<td>Cephalothorax width</td>
<td>$-1.38$</td>
<td>$-43.43$ ($-47.29, -34.35$)</td>
<td>Hebets unpubl</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 In the “Comparison” column, $n_{1s}$ denotes the sample size for the sexual trait in the first named population in the comparison, $n_{1s}$ the sample size for the ecological trait in that population, $n_{2s}$ the sample size for the sexual trait in the second named population, and $n_{2e}$ the sample size for the ecological trait in the second population.

2 For this comparison only, the sex trait also occurs in males only and the ecological trait in females only.

Comparisons are males vs. males with the exception of *Gryllus* crickets in which case only males possess the sexual signal and females the ecologically relevant trait. A negative value of $g_{zj}$ and $A_{p_{zj}}$ indicates that the first population named has a smaller mean trait value compared to the second. For example, in the case of barn swallows, the length of tail streamers in the subspecies *erythrogaster* is shorter compared to *rustica*. Numbers in parentheses following $A_{p_{zj}}$ are 95% confidence intervals (see methods).
Table 4  Using $\Delta p_{sex}$ to compare sexual and ecological trait dimorphism

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Comparison</th>
<th>Dimorphism Sex Trait</th>
<th>$\Delta p_{sex}$</th>
<th>Dimorphism Ecological Trait</th>
<th>$\Delta p_{sex}$</th>
<th>source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Barn swallows</td>
<td><em>H. r. rustica</em> vs. <em>H. r. erythrogaster</em></td>
<td>Tail length</td>
<td>35.40 (29.22, 42.92)</td>
<td>38.24 (34.01, 44.70)</td>
<td>Tarsus length</td>
<td>$-8.79$ (-26.10, 0.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warbling antbirds</td>
<td><em>M. p. peruviana</em> vs. <em>M. s. subflava</em></td>
<td>Song pace</td>
<td>$-62.08$ (-77.24, -39.94)</td>
<td>$-42.43$ (-60.92, -30.24)</td>
<td>Bill length</td>
<td>20.23 (-13.70, 42.69)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mankins <em>Manacus</em></td>
<td><em>M. vitellina</em> vs. <em>M. candei</em></td>
<td>Plumage brightness</td>
<td>25.74 (20.74, 28.68)</td>
<td>74.70 (70.15, 78.03)</td>
<td>Bill length</td>
<td>0 (-16.08, 47.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wolf spiders</td>
<td><em>S. bilineata</em> vs. <em>S. crassipalpata</em></td>
<td>Leg length</td>
<td>7.79 (-16.38, 25.41)</td>
<td>33.11 (21.49, 41.42)</td>
<td>Cephalothorax width</td>
<td>$-47.69$ (-54.13, -37.04)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In each analysis shown below, four distinct groups were included simultaneously (2 sexes × 2 populations). A positive value indicates that males have the larger mean value for a trait; a negative value indicates that females have the larger mean value.
most, \( g_{ij} \) will tend to underestimate distance between populations. With large numbers of repeated simulations, slight differences could also be detected for \( \Delta p_{ij} \) (ANOVA on data in Fig. 1c: \( F_{3906} = 3.36, \ P < 0.02 \)). However, the degree of this sensitivity was an order of magnitude less for \( \Delta p_{ij} \) than for \( g_{ij} \): mean values of \( g_{ij} \) ranged from 1.589 in Scenario 6 to 1.744 in Scenario 5, a difference of 10%. By contrast mean values of \( \Delta p_{ij} \) ranged from 43.34 in Scenario 5 to 43.83 in Scenario 5, a difference of only 1%.

### 2.2 Applying \( \Delta p \) to empirical data sets involving traits of known function

The results summarized in Fig. 2 and Table 3 exemplify the utility of \( \Delta p_{ij} \) and \( \Delta p_{i,*} \). Namely, multiple traits measured in different units, from across multiple populations can be compared simultaneously. In Figures 2a, 2c, and 2d, simultaneous comparisons of males from different populations, females from different populations, and dimorphism within populations can all be made. For example, Fig. 2a shows the extent to which barn swallow tail streamers are (i) sexually dimorphic in both populations (compare “ef” to “em” and “rf” to “rm” on the z-axis), (ii) divergent across populations (compare “em” to “rm” and “ef” to “rf”), and (iii) similar between \( H. r. rustica \) females and \( H. r. erythro- gaster \) males (compare “rf” and “em” on the z-axis). Fig. 2b, data from two traits in females from three closely related populations of painted forest toadlets indicates the different axes of phenotype distance among these three closely related populations.

Although no formal conclusions about the relative significance of sexual selection and ecological adaption in the process of population divergence can be drawn from Table 3 (as these require phylogenetic correction and time-since-divergence analyses), our comparisons strongly indicate greater distances between sexual traits compared to ecological traits, leading to the inference that sexual traits are more divergent in closely related taxa compared to those traits related to ecological adaptation. This conclusion is supported by two aspects of the results shown in Table 3. First, the point estimates of \( \Delta p_{ij} \) are greater (in magnitude) for the sexual trait than the ecological trait in 9 of 10 cases. Secondly, the 95% confidence intervals around \( \Delta p_{ij} \) do not include zero for any of the sexual traits, yet they do include zero for six of the 10 ecological traits. Moreover, Table 4 indicates that sexual trait dimorphism may generally be greater than ecological trait dimorphism, where the function of each phenotypic trait has been addressed through empirical field study. In 7 of 10 comparisons (using results within each population in Table 4), traits with known sexual signaling function are more dimorphic compared to traits related to ecological adaptation.

### 3 Discussion

Testing predictions of hypotheses about the role of sexual selection in speciation - and many other investigations related to trait divergence - requires researchers to compare the relative degree of inter-population divergence for very different types of traits (e.g. size and color). Here, we have emphasized that commonly used parametric distance metrics, such as Hedge’s \( g \ (g_{ij}) \), have several drawbacks, which limit their usefulness in such studies. First, the definitions of many of these metrics assume that the trait distributions in divergent populations have equal variances (reviewed above). If the variances are unequal (which will not always be known or apparent with empirical data), the expected value obtained from equation (1) depends on differences in sample size (Fig. 1). Second, the numerical value of \( g_{ij} \) depends on the scale of measurement, and this metric will be affected if the data are subjected to a nonlinear transformation. This makes it difficult to compare the degree of divergence of different traits that may have been measured in very different ways (i.e., the problem of comparing “apples with oranges”).

With these problems in mind, we developed a novel, non-parametric distance measure, \( \Delta p \), which does not depend on equality of variances, is independent of the scale of measurement (because it is non-parametric), and facilitates comparisons of several traits across several populations. \( \Delta p \) is based on comparing the location of population medians in the joint (trait-wise) cumulative distribution function (CDF) across all populations. Viewed differently, \( \Delta p \) compares population medians after transforming the data into percentiles of the joint cdf (this view of percentiles as an alternative scale of measurement is illustrated in all panels of Fig. 2). The percentile scale serves as a common frame of reference for all comparisons involving a given trait. In addition, percentiles provide a natural normalization (since they always range from 0 to 100), and they are independent of the original scale of measurement (because they only depend on the ranking of the raw data). These properties, in turn, allow for meaningful comparisons of divergence.
measures for different traits. In sum, measuring divergence at the percentile scale makes it possible to really compare “apples to apples”.

\( \Delta p \) may also be interpreted as a measure of overlap between two distributions (see Huberty and Lowman, 2000). This is most clearly seen in the case of two populations and a single trait. If we assume, for simplicity, that both sample distributions are symmetric, then the maximal possible value of \( \Delta p_{y,zj} \) is 50 (because the median of the smaller distribution is at least at the 25 percentile of the joint CDF, and the median of the larger distribution is at most at the 75 percentile). The difference between the actual value of \( \Delta p_{y,zj} \) and the maximal value (50) is determined by how much the lower tail of the larger distribution overlaps with the median of the smaller distribution, and vice versa.

### 3.1 Empirical comparisons

Recent hypotheses about speciation propose that sexual signal divergence is accompanied by ecological trait divergence, predicting that sexual selection plays a role in speciation – in cases with and without gene flow – when ecological contexts differ (e.g., van Doorn et al., 2009). According to this model, sexual trait divergence in closely related populations should coincide with ecological trait divergence, but this is not the case in the various systems explored to demonstrate the utility of \( \Delta p \) (Table 3). Table 3 presents data on the divergence shaped predominantly by sexual or natural selection. Although not a formal quantitative comparison in which phylogenetic relationships or a metric of time since divergence would need to be accounted for, a striking pattern when comparing closely related species only is that sexual signals are more strongly divergent than ecological traits among disparate taxonomic groups. Moreover, the values of \( \Delta p_{y,zj} \) are estimated on the same scale although these various acoustic signals, color variation, and morphological traits are measured in fundamentally different units. Thus, although in most cases \( g_{y,zj} \) and \( \Delta p_{y,zj} \) provide similar information about which traits are more divergent, \( \Delta p_{y,zj} \) provides the advantage that ecological and sexual trait differentiation are directly comparable. An interesting exception is the wolf spider case, which suggests that the ecological trait is slightly more divergent compared to the sexual trait.

For those taxa in which sexual signals are present in both males and females, we derived dimorphism estimates using \( \Delta p_{y,zj} \) to compute the differences in ecological and sexual traits between males and females. Similar to the case in Table 3, Table 4 is not a formal analysis of whether sexual traits are more dimorphic than ecological traits, though among the five taxa examined, support for greater dimorphism in sexual signals is evident. An interesting exception, again, is the wolf spiders which suggest that leg length (a putative sexual trait in these species) is either hardly dimorphic (\( S. \) bilineata) or very dimorphic (\( S. \) crassipalpata) and that in both taxa, the ecological trait (cephalothorax width) is equally dimorphic but the direction of dimorphism differs (in \( S. \) crassipalpata females are larger than males). It is important to note that \( S. \) bilineata males develop brushes upon their tibial forelegs upon maturation – a secondary sexual trait that makes them distinctly dimorphic (Stratton 2005), potentially relieving foreleg length from sexual selection in this species. Additionally, due to the potential for sexual cannibalism in spiders, selection from ecological selection versus sexual selection is often intertwined, making predictions less apparent. Whereas the data from Table 4 are not conclusive evidence to support the use of sexual dimorphism as a proxy of sexual selection on phenotypic traits (e.g., Kraaijeveld et al., 2011), they do indicate that – in traits of known function – sexual traits may tend to be more dimorphic compared to those underlain predominantly by natural selection in the study systems described in Table 4.

Finally, as illustrated in Fig. 2, whereas an overall metric of distance can be obtained across multiple traits from multiple populations, the advantage of \( \Delta p_{y,z} \) is that the effect of one trait on overall distance among taxa can be quantified. For example, in Hume’s Warblers (Fig. 2d), it is clear that the sexual signal wing bar size rather than tarsus length is a major contributor to overall phenotype distance between these closely related taxa (compare females, “if” and “kf”, on the two axes; compare males, “im” and “km” on the two axes). Fig. 2d also shows that sexual dimorphism within populations is at least as pronounced as phenotypic divergence (within a sex) among populations.

### 3.2 Caveats and cautions in using \( \Delta p_{y,zj} \) and \( \Delta p_{y,z} \)

One important consideration to keep in mind with \( \Delta p_{y,zj} \) is that while the ability to use more than two populations simultaneously is a strength of this distance measure, the magnitude of \( \Delta p_{y,zj} \) will change if a new population is added in the construction of \( p(u) \). For example, suppose that \( p(u) \) is constructed for two
populations \( (y \text{ and } z) \) and \( \Delta p_{y,zj} \) is calculated. Now suppose that observations from trait \( j \) in a third population \( (w) \) are added, and \( p_j(u) \) is recalculated to reflect the observations on all three populations. \( \Delta p_{y,zj} \) may now be reduced in magnitude if population \( w \) had more extreme trait values than the other populations; alternatively, if \( w \) was intermediate between \( y \) and \( z \), then \( \Delta p_{y,zj} \) would be increased in magnitude. This property of \( \Delta p_{y,zj} \) is a direct consequence of the fact that percentiles given by \( p_j(u) \) are always bounded on the interval \([0,100]\), regardless of how many populations are being considered. The important consideration here is that if one wishes to compare the magnitudes of different \( \Delta p_{y,zj} \) values that were calculated independently from one another—for example, as might be done in a meta-analysis—then it is important that the calculations (1) involve the same set of populations (or at least, comparable sets of populations, e.g. 2 sympatric and one allopatric population) and (2) do not involve “saturation” of the metric (see below). In order to facilitate ease of conducting meta-analyses, we suggest it might be useful for any researcher reporting \( \Delta p_{y,zj} \) to report the pairwise distances (calculated from just two populations) along with the distances calculated for \( >2 \) populations. However, whenever possible, this issue should be avoided by using one of the strengths that \( \Delta p_{y,zj} \) offers: all the populations should be put into the same analysis (rather than calculating \( \Delta p_{y,zj} \) values independently in different analyses). When all populations are compared in a single analysis, all comparisons of \( \Delta p_{y,zj} \) values will truly be “apples to apples”. The more general point here is that one of our main motivations for developing \( \Delta p_{y,zj} \) was the need for a way to fairly compare distances among arbitrary numbers of populations and traits simultaneously and all on the same scale. When analyses are performed that way (i.e., one analysis using all appropriate data simultaneously), comparisons of magnitudes of \( \Delta p_{y,zj} \) values (and \( \Delta p_{y,zj} \) values calculated as part of \( \Delta p_{y,zj} \)) will be valid.

A second consideration is that as differences between groups being compared become large, \( \Delta p_{y,zj} \) will eventually “saturate.” For example, in a pairwise comparison of body mass of hummingbirds and cheetahs, \( \Delta p_{y,zj} \) will be at its expected maximum magnitude (approximately 50 for a two-population analysis: see note below). The same would be true of an independent pairwise comparison of body mass between hummingbirds and elephants. The solution here is once again to use the features that \( \Delta p_{y,zj} \) offers: the data on hummingbirds, cheetahs, and elephants should all be included in a single analysis, in which case \( \Delta p_{y,zj} \) will resolve distances between populations appropriately. Another point to consider here is that we expect that most applications of \( \Delta p_{y,zj} \) and \( \Delta p_{y,zj} \) will involve closely related groups, in which case “saturation” of the metric is unlikely to diminish its utility. For example, across the wide range of taxa and types of traits shown in Tables 3 and 4, it would have been problematic if a comparison involved two values of \( \Delta p_{y,zj} \) that were both near saturation values. There was only one case in which this occurred: in Table 3, in the row for field crickets in the genus \textit{Gryllus}, \( |\Delta p_{y,zj}| \) was near 50 for both the sexual trait and the ecological trait. However, in this case, the narrow, non-overlapping confidence intervals around each estimate of \( \Delta p_{y,zj} \) still permit a meaningful comparison showing that it is highly likely that the sexual trait is more phenotypically divergent than the ecological trait. In other cases where comparisons did not produce unequivocal differences, it is sample size (and associated wide confidence intervals) rather than saturation that is the limiting factor. We note that when only two populations are considered, the theoretical expected maximum value of \( \Delta p_{y,zj} \) with infinite sample sizes is 50. However, values slightly larger than this can be realized for real data sets and for the confidence intervals around \( \Delta p_{y,zj} \), especially when sample sizes are small, as is seen occasionally in Table 3. This is because—with finite sample sizes—there is no reason that the medians of two non-overlapping trait distributions must fall exactly at the 25\(^{th}\) and 75\(^{th}\) percentiles in the joint CDF, \( p_j(u) \). In particular, deviations can occur when the medians coincide exactly with one or more trait values. We also note that Table 4 has values larger than 50 for a different reason: there are 4 populations included simultaneously in the calculations of \( \Delta p_{y,zj} \).

A third and practical consideration is that calculating \( \Delta p_{y,zj} \), and thus \( \Delta p_{y,zj} \), requires raw data. Calculation
of $g_{y,j}$ requires only having means, standard deviations, and sample sizes, which are often easy to obtain from published works; by contrast, $\Delta p_{y,j}$ utilizes a distribution of data. While the latter contributes to its desirable properties, it also means that one cannot calculate $\Delta p_{y,j}$ without access to original data sets (or at least, a random subsample of data from an original data set). In the current academic climate of free, electronic access to original data sets—which indeed, is now required upon publication by a number of journals in ecology and evolutionary biology (Fairburn, 2011)—we expect that the need for original data will be much less of an impediment than it might have been even just a decade ago. In light of this transition and because of issues related to the number of populations in a study and saturation, we recommend publishing both $\Delta p_{y,j}$ and $g_{y,j}$ side by side in studies related to phenotype distances, noting the advantages and disadvantages associated with each effect size metric.
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